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How does the Psychopath NYC
FED Banker Cartel Operate?
Many people do not know our banking system. They
pay no attention to the many warnings given by
educated founders who wrote the Constitution of
America. The world system is controlled by a hybridAngel Satan who can only rule all nations through
ambassadors who function like hangmen appointed that
favor bankers.
The founders wrote to never give away the printing
press of currency to the bankers, or we would lose total
control of the economy and become corrupt. The
consequences are even seen by my grandchildren who
do not understand why all life is in danger to disappear
in the next 5 years.
I live in California and no longer see a single housefly.
The humming birds disappeared years ago. Butterflies
vanished. Most of the insects I saw 70 years ago are
gone. YouTube has many videos of red tide with
billions of critters dead floating on the beach. Millions
and millions of chickens, turkeys, geese, cattle and wild
life are DEAD, documented in video pictures.

To absolutely control the whole world, the psychopath
NYC Illuminati bankers allow only one energy source
globally – OIL. Since 1920 they have suppressed every
patent of free electricity, like the 700 patents of Nicola
Tesla. They denied the second biggest energy source
the Ocean splitting water into Hydrogen and Oxygen
invented by a scholar Hoffman in Germany. The result
is shown in the next picture worldwide everywhere.

The next generation kids will explode with diseases
according to GMO laws already accelerating not
reported on TV because they are all owned by NYC
bankers printing fiat money. They want absolute rule
over a New World Order to keep the masses utterly
ignorant in total servitude by paying off anyone with
huge grants.

GMO Caused Diseases
1. Fibrodysplasia Ossificans Progressiva
2. Fatal Familial Insomnia
3. Harlequin Ichthyosis
4. Necrotizing Fasciitis

The whole environment is poisoned as nature will
follow entropy laws, which is unforgiving and do not
care if you die or get horrible cancerous diseases. The
food is modified with GMO and will collapse because
the reproduction intelligence has been altered like a
stupid bull let lose in a china store.

5. Polyglandular Addison’s Disease
6. Elephantiasis
7. Pica psychological disorder
8. Madura Foot
9. Filarial Worm
10. Fecal Vomiting
11. Cornu Cutaneum
12. Cancrum Oris
13.Trimethylaminuria,
Syndrome
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14. Guinea Worm
15. Blaschko's Lines …..Many more…

It gets worse. Now Transgenetic change the human race
by mixing it with animal genes, strictly forbidden by
the Creator ELOHIM who will once more end an Evil
Civilization like in Noah’s day and will use again an
asteroid as projected by science. Please check out
Dactyl coming our way.

Meet Your Strawman
http://www.yourstrawman.com/
Yeshua-Jesus said in one generation I will come
back and rule my earth in complete righteousness.
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